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J e a n -B a t a v e  Po q u e l i c h e

Jean-Batave is a martial artist from the viking stronghold of Normandy,
France. He travels the world looking for new fighting techniques and
new beautiful women. Eastern Europe taught him everything he
knows and is his second home. His column runs every Thursday.

The latest batch of the Podesta emails shared by Wikileaks add a darker dimension (if it was
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even possible) to the sordid culture of corruption, lies and depravity that surrounds Hillary
Clinton, explaining why the FBI has been calling her for quite some time now, the
“Antichrist personified”.

It is a possibility that Hellary’s clique attends and organizes Satanic rituals, involving mock-
up scenes of cannibalism and sexual abuse involving children.

One of the emails directed at Tony Podesta (John Podesta’s brother) contains the following
sentence:

“I am so looking forward to the Spirit Cooking dinner at my place.

Do you think you will be able to let me know if your brother is joining?”

This really does not sounds like much until you discover the author of this invitation.

She, who walks in the footsteps of the Beast

This is the woman who sent the email, Marina Abramovic.
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There is proof that the Clinton Foundation directly transferred Abramovic ten thousand
dollars in at least one instance for her “services.”

A self-proclaimed artist, Abramovic hails from Serbia and regularly organizes
“performances” and events using what she calls “Spirit Cooking”.

This “spirit cooking” includes mixing semen, breast milk, urine or fresh blood before
consuming it or splattering it over various things such as life-sized representations of young
children, like shown below:

Dressed in red and holding the
skinned head of a dead goat, a
clear reference to the occult
character Baphomet

Abramovic carving a pentagram in the flesh of
her stomach with a blade to show her artistic
side
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This performance included spelling with the body fluids, the following stanza:

With a sharp

knife cut deeply into the

middle finger of your

left hand

eat the pain.

Other examples of her “art” (nowadays any revolting expression of bad taste if sporting the
correct pair of problem glasses) include public dinners, where politicians, Hollywood stars,
singers and decision makers gather to eat cakes that depict a naked human corpse or feast
on the fake (I hope by all that is sacred) blood contained in a coffin where swims another
human body.

An error occurred.

Try watching this video on www.youtube.com, or enable JavaScript if it is disabled in your browser.
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These codes are all directly copied from rituals such as black masses or Sabat night
reunions and popularized by figures such as Aleister Crowley from whom Abramovic draws
direct inspiration.

It is part of this growing phenomenon where the elites and celebrities close to power
get caught, intentionally or not, showing symbols celebrating the ancient Babylonian rites
or the worship of the Devil.

Innocent children involved in that mess

Celebrities that use
demonic symbols in their
persona such as Lady Gaga
rush to participate to
Abramovic’s events

Another heavy user of the occult symbols, Jay-Z, is a big fan of Marina

On November the 4th, Clinton chose Jay-Z in
a last bid to draw crowds to her empty rallies.
Coincidence?
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There is hard evidence that Bill Clinton traveled at least 26 times (sometimes without his
bodyguards, it is all in the pilot logs) to billionaire and convicted pedophile Jeffrey Epstein’s
Island on board his plane, dubbed the “Lolita Express,” as it is in this plane that the guests
could allegedly have sex with minors.

With this in mind, it is disturbing to notice that other Podesta emails refer to children as
being the “entertainment” at pool parties almost entirely attended by middle-aged men
involved in politics.

Other emails involve strange references to food such as “pizza”, “cheese”, $65,000 worth of
“hot dogs” for a party that attendees “dream of” and “recipes” that many sources suggest
are code words for orgies involving minors and extremely young children. You can read
more about it here.
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The Whole Clinton Bag of Crooks reeks of unnatural sexual behaviour and reproachable
acts and we will certainly know much more in the days to come, as Hillary Clinton is still
under FBI investigation as we speak. This follows the scandal surrounding Huma Abedin
(Clinton’s right hand and confidant) and her estranged husband, sex offender and champion
one-handed texter, Anthony Weiner.
It will take some time before they go through Weiner’s 650,000 emails and decide of a
course of action regarding these dark revelations and other atrocities of the Clinton crime
family.

 La plus belle ruse du diable est de vous persuader qu’il
n’existe pas

These heavy accusations of Satanism remind us of the sexual blackmail practices said to

Drawing by Ben Garrison
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take place among the popular hip-hop and Hollywood communities, as Roosh described in
his related article, or other rumours linked to suspicious reunions involving the secret
ceremonies of the elite such as the ones of the Bohemian Grove or the Rothschilds’
parties of the 70s.

If those recent speculations turn out to be true, it could have the effect of a bomb and mean
a revolution.

Observe the symbols of cannibalism, eerily similar in the three following pictures. Those are
respectively: a scene of the Rothschild’s “surrealistic bal,” a painting hanging in John
Podesta’s office and one of Abramovic’s dinners:
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I will let you be the own judge of the conclusions inspired by those images. My father is a
very Cartesian fellow and a saying of his comes to mind:

Just like Saint Thomas,

I only believe in what I see.

And what I see unsettles me.

Read More: Rigged: FBI Reveals It Has Evidence Hillary Clinton Broke Law, But
Will Not Prosecute

ROK Happy Hour
On June 16 In
Washington D.C.

We're

hosting

a Stop

Violence

Against

Women Happy Houron

June 16 at 8PM in the

gay capital of the

Western world:

Washington D.C. The

happy hour starts at a

Starbucks where Roosh

will tell you the location

of the main event. Click

here for full details.
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November 8, 2016UnreconstructedConfederate

I bet Hillary can turn her head all the way around while speaking in a
demon voice…….oh wait,first comment. Did I win some Kratom?
I’m going to need some to put in my ears so I can’t hear LOLknee
saying”I told you so!”, if the spawn of Satan wins.

0 0

November 8, 2016cheeseburgercheeseburger

he enjoys twisting the knife

0 0

November 8, 2016UnreconstructedConfederate

Sadistic mofo haha

0 0

November 8, 2016jz95

This is Lolknee we’re talking about here.

0 0
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November 8, 2016Victor Nor

What happens if Hillary, Obama, and all these so-called “leaders” of
our country are found out to be pedo’s? Will the FBI or Justice
Department do anything or merely look the other way? I believe they
already know and have known for eons. If you look at the decisions
Obama has made during his presidency in the realm of satanism
you’ll connect the dots. One of the worst things Obama did was give
Iran billions of dollars knowing they would fund terrorists with it. You
see, Satan and God are real. They are forces that cause people to do
good or evil. Disagree all you want but someday there won’t be any
atheists.

2 0

November 8, 2016VaronosMinxaouzen

Nah! they ‘ll have something on them!

0 0

November 8, 2016Victor Nor

I still think they’ll get away with it

0 0

November 8, 2016VaronosMinxaouzen

we said the same thing.

0 0

November 8, 2016Tom Arrow

Let’s not forget that this is all stuff that is more or less plausibly
deniable. If the FBI decides not to dig deeper, it may be hard to
convince the public they should have.

0 0

November 8, 2016Dickie Doolittle

The sort of violence that can be brought to bear is something old
Cummy is well aware of and will not risk.

0 0
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November 8, 2016Pere Spective

Very good article as always.. more info from BPS :

An error occurred.

Try watching this video on www.youtube.com, or enable JavaScript if it is disabled in your
browser.

0 0
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November 8, 2016Joseph Curwen

(((Marina Abramovic)))

(((Jeffrey Epstein)))

Every.Single.Fucking.Time

0 0

November 8, 2016VaronosMinxaouzen

*EDIT* The post refers only to Marina Abramovic.

For this sole case you are mistaken, she is just a gentile witch,
Abramovic is skypy only for Ukrainians, Russians and
Bellorussians, for Serbo-Croats doesn’t mean anything. She is
though dauther to commie parents and is located, by emigration
to New York. All these say a lot.

Do not ask me why but Serbs had a very radical left which
makes most of their culture movies quite horrific, their idea was
that the Russkies with their conservative values regarding
society and sex destroyed true communism there is a movie
called: “W.R. mysteries of the Organism” it glorifies some
pseudoscience about sex the aforementioned idea was also put
to that film.

I need to also add that Serbs are a very religious, conservative
and Christian nation, how they provide some of these deplorably
sick in the mind humans is beyond me.

0 0

November 8, 2016Joseph Curwen

Of course I did my research, and there is no tangible
evidence of her jewish origins but:

1. Lastname: If your lastname is Rothschild, there are
probabilities of 99% that you are not basque. Besides,
commie partisan parents?

2. Physiognomy: jewish nose? check. bended back? check.
Just look at this photo: https://uploads.disquscdn.com
/images
/39aa4a4fc9333003b25722cac2786c791b5ab0c13edcedf981145836054fefc8.jpg

3. Actions: this is the most important indicator in this case;
involved near the circles of powers but somehow behind the
scene? check. Decadent art? check. Aberrant practices?
check. Aberrant practices linked with occult doctrines?
check.

I know the Tribe, this is one of them, believe me.

0 0

November 8, 2016VaronosMinxaouzen
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November 8, 2016VaronosMinxaouzen

Being red-pilled I still found this hard to believe that such
spiritualistic hog-wash was still really believed today. It is possible so
that the Frankism (a Deist cult) might (what we say is probably just
an influence of it, or and some common practices which could be
found also in some medieval heresies) be well alive today (they were
behind the Jacobins in the French revolution, they were known also
as Robespierre’s cult) the cult recruited members and had them
participate in a variety of unknown rituals one of them looked akin to
spirit cooking, although this horrific liquid was consumed. For sexual
practices pedophilia was ceremonial.

In truth though, if a member wanted to leave the cult the other
members would expose their wrongdoings, having evidence for them,
condemning them and protecting themselves. Needless to say Evola’s
occult war is now proven to be a correct term, so what we truly face
are satanic powers on an unprecedented scale. I suggest reading
some theology and specifically some daemonology, This has religious
roots in the end as it is pretty close to complete proof. Also for the
modern left a good writer is Eric Voegelin, a man who traced it’s
roots to some medieval gnostic cults.

0 0

November 8, 2016Dickie Doolittle

Demons are real I have encountered one as a child.

Look at the Ramayana Raid on Lanka and you see them. Also the
Vanara tribes (bigfoots) I’ve seen one of them too they look just
like the Vanara and are stunning literally and figuratively.

God might have a plan but it sure is fucked up

0 0

November 8, 2016JustARationalGuy

https://uploads.disquscdn.com/images
/f0b11351cf727631a707f6a46f1e174d54f743def9d9ca6375d73b8b786531ef.jpg

0 0
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November 8, 2016Balkan_barbarian

This is the rabit hole I’m refusing to believe in.. since more then 10
years. Despite all the evidence.

I guess it’s hard to accept that we are so blind, so deceived, that we
live in such a false reality. And that our leaders are Satan’s children.

What if all those conspiracy theorists we labeled batshit crazy, were
right?

0 0

November 8, 2016cheeseburgercheeseburger

WHAT THE HELL IS GOIN ON AROUND HERE??

An error occurred.

Try watching this video on www.youtube.com, or enable JavaScript if it is disabled in your
browser.

0 0

November 8, 2016B1k3_Ch41N ®❻❾®

This ain’t no Mister Roger’s Neighbourhood!

0 0

November 8, 2016J.  Hue

I’d rather feel like shit than be full of shit.

0 0
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November 8, 2016Moonman45

https://vultureofcritique.wordpress.com/2016/11/07/podestas-hand-
comet-ping-pong-pizza/

Please for the love of all that is good give this a look over. this goes
into detail about the possibilities of the “comet ping pong”
connection. https://uploads.disquscdn.com/images
/8358c4bd655fcaaaf75a95d3f855f5637107def70f01409e446a1a1f0ca99cbf.jpg
This is what passes for promotion at such a sick establishment.

0 0
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November 8, 2016Bob Smith

Aw, come on, can you honestly see rich people and politicians doing
this kind of stuff? Next you’ll be telling me that politicians help the
elite bring drugs into the country (Mena Airport). Or that the military
protects poppy-growers in Afghanistan. Sheesh, that’s just like,
sooooo cray-cray!

https://uploads.disquscdn.com/images
/6aa9771634832c0202c88b0f969efe94668695f1f9334dba720c7d619a45d5a2.jpg

0 0

November 8, 2016VaronosMinxaouzen

That about Opium Russians say it from the 80’s in Greece it is
said that Opium makes half the budget of the CIA the rest is
Cannabis.

0 0

November 8, 2016Wrong_Century

From the BBC, that dip in 2001 was the Taliban shutting it
down.

https://uploads.disquscdn.com/images
/7ca0c36f7b5474b2cc70336da416ec73105a16c3f6040279295d780b317b12e8.gif

0 0

March 5, 2017Dan Sheppard

And 2002 was when the US terrorist state claimed the
fields.
Thanks for sharing.

0 0

November 8, 2016JBPoqueliche

The plot thickens. Osiris sex rites and Soros giving money
directly to Comet Ping Pong
Pizza https://vultureofcritique.wordpress.com/2016/11/07/47-
dead-folks-sex-magic/

0 0

November 8, 2016Bob Smith

My grandfather was a Knight Templar. People think the
Templars disappeared a long time ago – not true. They
worship Baphomet, up top. Ancient Egyptian “mythology”
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November 8, 2016Hipponax (μητροκοίτης)

This is some pretty far out shit. I will say that even though Bill
Clinton isn’t on the ROK roster of most loveable guys, we really ought
to be careful when we launch charges of sex tourism. I know that a
lot of things point that way but I think when we make charges like
“rape” or “sex tourism” or “underage girls” blah blah blah that we
have a responsibility to be damn sure or we tread on very hypocritical
grounds. I think there is plenty of other shit we can call Bill out on
without having to resort to the sensationalism of sex charges.

The other thing: Bohemian Garden and Skull and Bones’s Deer Island
retreats are things which really are blown way out of proportion I
think.

0 0

November 8, 2016Moonman45

https://vultureofcritique.wordpress.com/2016/11/07/podestas-
hand-comet-ping-pong-pizza/ I would rather be a fool and guilty
of libel than leave a kid somewhere where they are
suffering/being groomed to be just another monster.

0 0

November 8, 2016Hipponax (μητροκοίτης)

There are quite a few ifs and maybes and looks likes and
seems to bes and mights here. It isn’t about being libelous.
I just feel that if people want to be taken seriously and not
as conspiracy nut jobs they should have a lot more evidence
than the incredibly shaky stuff there these things are based
on. I am not even saying it isn’t true. But if you are going to
call someone a child fucking satan worshiper you ought to
be better than the MSM…you ought to have some real
proof.

0 0

November 8, 2016Moonman45

You have refuted nothing of the sources i have
presented in my link, and instead referred to them as
‘shaky’. The child erotica alone is stomach churning. I
love ya man but you sound like your gonna start
linking me snopes ‘reports’

0 0

November 8, 2016Hipponax (μητροκοίτης)
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November 8, 2016Cynthianna Sparre

There is more to this story. https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=lusSfBW44YU

0 0

November 8, 2016Bob Smith

Well…that is a smoking gun and a half. Pizza. Who knew.

0 0

November 8, 2016Dickie Doolittle

When you take this obvious pattern and you look at say the
Denver Airports artwork it becomes clear these fucks have space
ships (seen them myself).

Take the image from the pizza place with the ping pong table
and a gray alien/ little human kid playing ping pong.

Wtf is that about.

0 0

November 8, 2016Dickie Doolittle

Thanks Cynthia for that. You are doing gods work lady.

0 0

November 8, 2016Cynthianna Sparre

I wish I could take credit for the video, but I found it
through the Donald Trump subreddit.

0 0

November 8, 2016Bob Smith

I hope some of you listened to your old Uncle Bob last night…Buffalo
pulled off the miracle cover at Seattle. Woo-hoo, a whopping $50
profit. Party! McDonald’s is on me today. Value Menu only.

https://uploads.disquscdn.com/images
/1cd30f51b1e079454029e96c0c7d6dbadc27e21edfe5186adadbdbe0ab001a44.jpg

0 0
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November 8, 2016Tom Arrow

Did you miss it, bro? The FBI cleared her of charges. After they took
1,5 years to go through the 50 thousand something emails they had,
they somehow managed to go through the 650,000 new emails within
like 10 days.

0 0

November 8, 2016Bob Smith

I think it was eight days. That’s 81,250 emails per day. That’s
3385.417 emails per hour. That’s 56.43 per minute.

Nothing to see here. Move along…

0 0

November 8, 2016Tom Arrow

Well, let’s say they had a 100 person team working 12
hours a day. Then they’d have 50 seconds for each single
email. Sounds doable.

But 1. some of these emails are darned long and contain
attachments that take hours to read. And 2. Even if you
could skim through all the emails in that time, you would
not be able to dig deeper and would miss most stuff.

So I call bullshit.

0 0

November 8, 2016Bob Smith

I second that call…obvious bullshit, at that.

0 0

November 8, 2016Tom Arrow

Oh and one more … I can’t believe it is a coincidence
they cleared her so shortly before the election.

So I find it impossible to believe that (assuming they
actually read those mails), they were not given a very
strict deadline. Which I think is not what you should be
doing in an investigation where quality work is
necessary.

0 0

November 8, 2016Bob Smith
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November 8, 2016Hipponax (μητροκοίτης)

So I was thinking about the spirit cooking and I feel that where the
invite went wrong is that there really is three distinct groups of
culinary perversion here. I assume anyone on any poltician’s staff
would be totally down for some blood, sperm or breast milk. Most of
them would probably be down for two of the three. But even if you do
find one who’d be into all three they’d probably not want them at the
same meal. That is some British aristocracy level extravagance there.

0 0

November 8, 2016Bob Smith

Never mix your body fluids…that’s like drinking rum, scotch and
gin at the same time.

0 0

November 8, 2016jz95

“That’s like drinking rum, scotch and gin at the same time.”
My body is ready.

0 0

November 8, 2016Bob Smith

Ha. Two cannibals are eating a clown. One of them
stops, looks at his buddy and says, “Does this taste
funny to you?”

0 0

November 8, 2016Hipponax (μητροκοίτης)

https://uploads.disquscdn.com/images
/ca87e7324cbe2ff3ea9f0ac27fd22238acdd0228473a7825625618d2067ad0c1.png

0 0

November 8, 2016UnreconstructedConfederate

I’m kinda scared of clowns, just the other day one tried
to lure me into the woods with a twizzler.

0 0

November 8, 2016Bob Smith
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November 8, 2016Sir Lee

An error occurred.

Try watching this video on www.youtube.com, or enable JavaScript if it is disabled in your
browser.

0 0

November 8, 2016Hipponax (μητροκοίτης)

Man I love this.

0 0

November 8, 2016bem

amen.
so much so
I made a meme! https://uploads.disquscdn.com/images
/e71a42a8554ebbfcf6d20bfd8c2335db7180643cc76ad166e675cf4a3ecddd07.jpg

0 0

November 8, 2016Sir Lee

I was really only reminded of the:
“It’s quiet, yea too quiet”…scene
Because it is. Yesterday were cops in full battle rattle chest
rigs, AMOGing me Starbucks…
today so quiet…
But the glue sniffing tops it off. 6 months of glue sniffing
media

0 0
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November 8, 2016ConservativeAtheistRedPiller

Satan? LOL did ROK just jump the shark?

0 0

November 8, 2016GhostOfJefferson ✓ᴺᵃᵗ ᶦᵒᶰᵃ ˡ ᶦ ˢ ᵗ

It’s not whether ROK believes it or not, rather it is outlining
what the Elite *are* doing and the reasons behind their rituals.

Get off the Atheist Sneer Boat dude. This was an informative
article, nothing more.

0 0

November 8, 2016ConservativeAtheistRedPiller

The atheist sneer boat. Now that is some funny expression
but tbh both sides of the belief divide use sneer all the time
e.g. this article itself “La plus belle ruse du diable est de
vous persuader qu’il n’existe pas”. (Satan’s greatest ruse is
to make you believe he doesn’t exist)

0 0

November 8, 2016GhostOfJefferson ✓ᴺᵃᵗ ᶦᵒᶰᵃ ˡ ᶦ ˢ ᵗ

Argumentum tu quoque.

Whether Satan exists or not to *you* is irrelevant,
apparently he’s real to these Elitists. Whether you
believe in Satan or not, what he represents is murder,
mayhem, evil, pedophilia, rape (the real kind) and
death and destruction. That the Elite worship these
principles should concern anybody, whether “atheist”
or not. Yet you go for the typical atheist “I’m so
enlightened and you aren’t” sneer instead of looking at
the larger picture. Take the name “Satan” out of it
entirely and replace it with the concepts I just noted
that he stands for, and now assign it to the Elitists.
Now are you concerned?

0 0

November 8, 2016Bob Smith

Well done, sir…well fucking done.

0 0

November 8, 2016GhostOfJefferson ✓ᴺᵃᵗ ᶦᵒᶰᵃ ˡ ᶦ ˢ ᵗ
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November 8, 2016UnreconstructedConfederate

Regardless who is involved in that sort of thing but, that’s some
fucked up repugnant shit right there.
I find it hard to believe that someone who wants votes would actually
be involved in that however, stranger things have happened.
I always wondered why fucktard leftists were always admiring sick
art. It came to me though that they like it because normal people (
Christians and regular joes) are horrified by it and those elitist leftist
can then be sure they are much more enlightened than all those
backward hillbillys in flyover country.

0 0

November 8, 2016John Sanders

It’s what they’re used to. Cultural “taste” is more a measure of
popularity than of intrinsic value, in times when “money” passes
for ethics (or its lack).

As with other things, the moment you accept someone to value
you/your possessions for their criteria, game over, you lost. A
bird drawn by Picasso $1 million. A better drawn bird by your
nephew, $0,10. The signature IS the art/value. Who says the
signature has value, has power. This is the “system”, as
enormous, as fragile it would be if more of us understood how it
works.

0 0

November 8, 2016UnreconstructedConfederate

At this point I’m beginning to believe the system is beyond
my humble understanding.

0 0

November 8, 2016John Sanders

Not that difficult. All they want (the “narrative) is to
have the monopoly of “value”. So, concepts like nation,
race, family, religion, even objective merit, are deemed
worthless. “unfit”, as they call Trump. First, Donald is
“unfit” for presidency. Then, your local schoolteacher
is “unfit” (he said something against feminism, for
example). Then, one day, the question is put directly to
you: Obey and be fit. Disobey, and be “unfit”,
“deplorable”.

It’s tyranny, and people are buying it.

0 0
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November 8, 2016bem

“artist”….
I think you spelled “Jerkoff” wrong.

0 0

November 8, 2016Just a Russian hacker

Just check out the art Tony Pedesta keeps in his house. Pretty
damning.

0 0

November 8, 2016UnreconstructedConfederate

I read about his “art collection”.
I think dipsticks like that get a woody over how bad normal
people get freaked out over that kind of stuff.

0 0
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November 8, 2016Albionic American

SCENE I. A cavern. In the middle, a boiling cauldron.

Thunder. Enter the three Witches

First Witch

Thrice the brinded cat hath mew’d.

Second Witch

Thrice and once the hedge-pig whined.

Third Witch

Harpier cries ‘Tis time, ’tis time.

First Witch

Round about the cauldron go;
In the poison’d entrails throw.
Toad, that under cold stone
Days and nights has thirty-one
Swelter’d venom sleeping got,
Boil thou first i’ the charmed pot.

ALL

Double, double toil and trouble;
Fire burn, and cauldron bubble.

Second Witch

Fillet of a fenny snake,
In the cauldron boil and bake;
Eye of newt and toe of frog,
Wool of bat and tongue of dog,
Adder’s fork and blind-worm’s sting,
Lizard’s leg and owlet’s wing,
For a charm of powerful trouble,
Like a hell-broth boil and bubble.

ALL

Double, double toil and trouble;
Fire burn and cauldron bubble.

Third Witch

Scale of dragon, tooth of wolf,
Witches’ mummy, maw and gulf
Of the ravin’d salt-sea shark,
Root of hemlock digg’d i’ the dark,
Liver of blaspheming Jew,
Gall of goat, and slips of yew
Silver’d in the moon’s eclipse,
Nose of Turk and Tartar’s lips,
Finger of birth-strangled babe
Ditch-deliver’d by a drab,
Make the gruel thick and slab:
Add thereto a tiger’s chaudron,
For the ingredients of our cauldron.

ALL

Double, double toil and trouble;
Fire burn and cauldron bubble.

Second Witch
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November 8, 2016Bob Smith

Remember Marc Dutroux, the Beast of Belgium (or whatever they
called him). Busted for pedophilia, child abduction, murder, etc. In
Belgium, when all of that was coming down, the Belgian people were
ready to storm the gates of the halls of power and start lynching
people. Because they found out that Dutroux was directly tied to the
Belgian elite; it was common knowledge among the people that the
elite were involved, and Dutroux was supplying the royals and other
high muckety-mucks with little kids. So the elite finally gave up
Dutroux and his henchman (forget the guy’s name), but saved their
own asses. This type of thing is commonplace, I’m afraid. Once you
have researched it in depth, you’ll figure that out. And if you
don’t…well…it’s uncomfortable stuff to say the least, and I wouldn’t
blame anybody for turning a blind eye to it. Won’t change anything,
even if you research it. But this kind of stuff has been going on for a
long, long time.

0 0

November 8, 2016Brutus Maximus

Imagine the cops who have to watch these snuff movies tapes.
Oh man…..good lord.

0 0

November 8, 2016Bob Smith

No shit…(shakes head).

0 0

November 8, 2016Paul Chach Mcarthy

thats why they are pensioned off early. before the job
damages them too much and they become the monsters
they formerly put away.

0 0

November 8, 2016Paul Chach Mcarthy

it all started with the Jews, mate.

0 0

November 8, 2016Wrong_Century

It’s alleged they had organized ‘pink ballets’ for royals and VIPs
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November 8, 2016Sir Lee

one of the Queen’s artists buddies, Rolf Harris, was stripped of his
knight-hood (CBE?)
due to kiddy stuff. the guy was royal children’s entertainer…Make’s
you wonder, but then with lyrics like “I’m Jake the peg diddle diddle
diddle, with the extra leg… diddle, diddle, diddle…”

I wonder whether lesbo/femisit teachers are pedo-like? Or just
controlling with anti-male propaganda? My daughter has some…who
glare at me…

0 0

November 8, 2016Hipponax (μητροκοίτης)

I really am of the strong belief that there is no such thing as a
lesbian. There is just a girl who isn’t getting dicked right. If you
had the stomach to lay pipe to even the most dykey lesbian and
dick her deep and right she would scream out gods name

0 0

November 8, 2016Bob Smith

Why did the frijole kiss the lima? Because she was a lez
bean.

0 0

November 8, 2016Hipponax (μητροκοίτης)

oooooooo
I also pronounced it “free hole”

0 0

November 8, 2016Bob Smith

Now I’m wondering where Frito-Lay got its name…

0 0

November 8, 2016Sir Lee

funny you mention it. I presntly have this peculiar fantasy.
(but not fat — not possible)
a PE teacher has the short dyed hair, but she has the tight
body. I’ve
begun the “campaign”…

0 0
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November 8, 2016B1k3_Ch41N ®❻❾®

.. https://uploads.disquscdn.com/images
/8e5c3405184296b30f4c2ef0992ec733e05bec08b135b93182d9f9ad17a42b94.jpg

0 0

November 8, 2016Paul Chach Mcarthy

yeah

wheres ya guns now eh

0 0

November 8, 2016B1k3_Ch41N ®❻❾®

Guns? Pffff, give me a pool cue and I’m golden

0 0
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November 8, 2016Jim Johnson

When I was a kid, I went with my brother to check some cattle that
were in a pasture a few miles from where we lived. In the field, there
was this burned out bonfire with four cut up yearlings. There were all
of these weird symbols carved into the hides, and the blood was
sprinkled out in this pattern. It was very creepy to look at. We called
the police and they took pictures, but nobody was caught.

0 0

November 8, 2016UnreconstructedConfederate

It was probably aliens.

0 0

November 8, 2016Jim Johnson

well, those aliens were certainly illegal……..There are a
bunch of Satanists in Northern Idaho, Boise, and elsewhere
nearby. No doubt some were in the area.

0 0

November 8, 2016Bob Smith

They’re all over the Northern California, too…

0 0

November 8, 2016Jim Johnson

I suppose it could have been some loser meth addicted
Satanist wannabes, but the markings looked too
precise to be sand people….this could only have been
done by Imperial Storm Troopers.

0 0

November 8, 2016MCGOO

Should have got pics.

0 0

November 8, 2016Paul Chach Mcarthy

it was probably your local jews having themselves a nice little
kiddie killing.
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November 8, 2016A "Nihil ist"

When someone has total power and wealth, and therefore access to
whatever they want, it’s not surprising that they become bored with
the regular stuff that excites, entertains, and pleases regular Joe’s
like us. They then seek out more extreme things. The elites have
always been depraved and degenerate.

0 0

November 8, 2016Hipponax (μητροκοίτης)

This is true. Even on a much smaller scale….I like variety in
women because I am in a place where there are so many readily
available women of all kinds and sex is an incredibly casual
affair. I don’t particularly find Asian of Black women attractive.
That doesn’t mean I won’t bone one on occasion just for the lulz.
If I also had a few billion dollars and total protection from the
law I would be really, really fucking bad.

0 0

November 8, 2016UnreconstructedConfederate

Why can’t they just buy themselves a race car or go mountain
climbing or on a safari or something?

0 0

November 8, 2016Brutus Maximus

they own the mountain.

0 0

November 8, 2016Hipponax (μητροκοίτης)

that too

An error occurred.

Try watching this video on www.youtube.com, or enable JavaScript if it is
disabled in your browser.
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November 8, 2016Bob Smith

Hellary in 2016…

https://uploads.disquscdn.com/images
/c804aef4b5250d4142431136c8081cc8ba629e84c5561db7a338776a24d7187e.jpg

0 0

November 8, 2016bem

Is that Bernie behind her?

0 0

November 8, 2016Jim Johnson

Bernie is horny for some man flesh

0 0

November 8, 2016Bob Smith

Hmm. Looks like Bernie…when he’s kinda “horny”…

0 0

November 8, 2016GhostOfJefferson ✓ᴺᵃᵗ ᶦᵒᶰᵃ ˡ ᶦ ˢ ᵗ

Just got back from the polls.

1. Huge amount of white males there when I walked in.
Uncharacteristically huge amount. Like we owned the polling
station. My wife went a few hours earlier than me and reported
the same thing.

2. For POTUS, the machine had Hillary at the tipy top of the list
and Donald at the very bottom, behind every third party
candidate and only above “Write In”. Yeah, I’m sure that’s
accidental.

3. Funny observation about where I live – Of the 13 races
outside of POTUS, only two had Democrat challengers (for
House of Reps and Senate). Every other office, at the state and
local level, had no Democrat on the ballot. When people say Ohio
can “swing Democrat” I can’t help but laugh at how stupid that
is when I hear it. Yeah, sure. Cleveland maybe. Heh.

0 0

November 8, 2016Bob Smith

Good to know, my friend. I figured it was going Trump’s
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November 8, 2016Clark Kent

https://uploads.disquscdn.com/images
/2ff36e241ca7e81d523a9faa5ed45f5c65d9b68a9cd82cb11204c72b9a6911ee.jpg

0 0

November 8, 2016Brutus Maximus

That face you make when you know they won.

0 0

November 8, 2016Bob Smith

It ain’t over till the NWO sings…Trump for the 11th-hour
win.

0 0

November 8, 2016Brutus Maximus

and Jesus flying over the white house..

0 0

November 8, 2016bem

is he takin’ a grumpy?

0 0

November 8, 2016Hipponax (μητροκοίτης)

This brings up an important question. How does superman
wipe his super ass clean of super doodie? I mean, bullets
have no effect. I would imagine that even the better toilet
papers would be useless against his super dingleberries

0 0

November 8, 2016Paul Chach Mcarthy

he gets the goyim to do it

0 0

November 8, 2016bem
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